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- DANONE ECOSYSTEM FUND -



Nanay Celfa is the owner of Fuedan Junkshop, which has been a Plastic Bank Partner
Branch since 2019, and is one of the branches that has been previously supported by
the Danone Ecosystem Fund and Evian. She started as a scrap collector before deciding
to establish her own junk shop in 2006. Today, Fuedan Junkshop welcomes around 30
collectors. When these collectors start, Nanay Celfa helps them with basic needs until
they can sustainably provide for themselves through their earnings from collecting
plastic. "Nanay" is a Filipino term for mother, and true to its meaning, Nanay Celfa
treats her collectors as family and in turn is well-respected and loved by them. 
As of May 2021, Fuedan Junkshop has helped Plastic Bank divert 71 tons of ocean-
bound plastic away from our oceans. 

- NANAY CELFA, PHILIPPINES, PLASTIC BANK



Simona, her husband Marius,  and
their daughter Isabela live in
Bragadiru village. They decided to
join Chance for All because they
wanted to develop their farm
while benefiting from  support
from technicians, and were also
interested in trying out the new
mobile milking stations. They
didn’t have cows before joining
the project; they bought some
and received some through
donations. 

Simona works hard at developing
the business while implementing
sustainable practices on her farm:
"We started with 5 cows and 10
bulls. Then we got 7 heifers
through the project, so we sold
the bulls and got a bank loan to
buy another 20 cows. Now, we
don’t need to buy more cows, but
we need to improve their
conditions so that they produce
more milk. We are also trying to
grow our own feed for the cows,
but for now, it’s not enough. My
daughter wants to become a vet 
 and help me."

 
- SIMONA MIERLEA, ROMANIA,

CHANCE FOR ALL



"I had the opportunity to join H’lib Dzair as a Farm Technical Advisor. My main
challenge was to reach women working in the farms. As most farms are family farms,
women are central pillars and play a tremendous role. For sociological reasons, it is more
difficult for male technical advisors to access these women and provide them with the
necessary support. Since the beginning, I've dedicated a lot of effort in order to get
closer to these women and involve them in the training process. I am really happy today
to see that a lot of these women are fully independent and are capable of running their
farm on their own. Some of them even dared to launch their own farms to feed their
families!"

- NESSERINE ABDERRAHIM, ALGERIA, H'LIB DZAIR



"As a zootechnician for more than 5 years, I witnessed the perfect combination of
science and passion for dairy farming led by female farmers, and its impact on their
income, self-esteem and lifestyle. 
On my right, 'Aicha' is one of hundreds of women supported by Hlib Bladi project to
prove that a woman’s unconditional commitment and perseverance can rebuild a whole
economic and social model."

- SOUKAINA SALMI, MOROCCO, H'LIB BLADI



"I wanted to make up for my mistakes. Before joining the project in 2016, I was
selling flashy-colored food and sweetened drinks for schoolchildren. I wasn't
aware this type of food was unhealthy for children. I actively participated in a
mentoring program to transform my business. I knew that providing healthy
homemade food to hundreds of schoolchildren was going to be a challenging
project.  I started to invite parents to drop their homemade food at my kiosk. I
am proud of my business, not only do I provide better nutrition for Indonesians,
but I also contribute to building a bigger network to drive change with parents.
Thank you for trusting me as one of the Healthy Canteen Ladies."

- DIANA OCTAVIA, INDONESIA, WARUNG ANAK SEHAT



"This project was meant for me. In July 2018, I was appointed by the school
principal to replace a colleague who was retiring. At first, I had no experience and
little knowledge about kids' nutrition. I was fully supported by the Healthy
Canteen Network Group in Ambon. The project, Canteen Ladies, is evolving more
than ever. The school’s principal has implemented unique activities such as
“Honest Canteen". Every Friday, we also have a "Snacking Time. I am grateful
because I have a good business and I am supported by the stakeholders around
me." 

- JOSINA UNEPUTTY, INDONESIA, WARUNG ANAK SEHAT



"The project has become a family legacy for me. My mom started this social
business, but when she got sick, she then passed it on to me. I look up to my
mom who always prepared healthy homemade food for schoolchildren every
day. I am honored each time parents trust me to oversee and provide food for
their children. This feeling is unforgettable as women micro-entrepreneur who
is also helping kids to have better nutrition at school. After all, building
credibility for your business is what matters the most now. To adjust my prices 
 and profit margin to schoolchildren's pocket money, I am actively searching for
new recipes online especially on affordable, easy, healthy menus."

- SHENNA RAHMA, INDONESIA, WARUNG ANAK SEHAT



- KALINA KOWALIK, POLAND, 
LONG TERM NURSES ACADEMY 

"My patients are often lonely people,
those who have been abandoned by
their families, or those whose
contacts with their family are very
rare. These people are waiting on
each visit, looking at the clock...
When I am late they call, worried. We
go to different homes and
environments. The results of my work
bring me the greatest satisfaction -
the smile of the patient waiting for
me, his better well-being, and the
time spent with the patient who
knows that I came only for him. Of
course, I am only talking about those
who are independent enough to do it.
They wait for the visit, often for a
simple handshake or hug. They can
talk to me about anything and
sometimes, if they need it, they can
cry.
Working with a patient at home has
its specificity. When I visit my patient
I do not know what I will find there,
what the conditions are, who will be
with the sick person, and above all,
whether it will be safe there.
Moreover, I go to the patient's home
alone, I do not have a friend, doctor,
or other people next to me whom I
can ask for help. I'm on my own. If
something difficult happens, I have to
decide what to do and how to take
care of the patient, and of my own
safety."



- SANDRA VELAZQUEZ, MEXICO, MARGARITA

Sandra, who's relatives used to live in the United States, is in charge of her family's
farm. She milks the cows and manages farm operations. In addition, she has taken a
leadership role in her community by directing the community tank in her village. She is
also an outstanding user of the pilot project (with the Inter-American Development
Bank) for connected collars on cows, and she is recognized among her neighbors for
always being ready to innovate.



Rosaura is a Veterinary doctor
and has been a collaborator at
the National Autonomous
University of Mexico since
2014. She participates in the
Margarita Project as a Farmers
Training Coordinator,
promoting best practices for
milk production in Los Altos de
Jalisco, through classes given in
each town in the mobile school. 

She is recognized among
farmers for her great
enthusiasm and teaching skills.
She is highly recognized within
the union of Veterinary
Specialists in the Jalisco area,
and today, she is the President
of the Association of Bovine
Physicians of Los Altos de
Jalisco.

- ROSAURA GUTIERREZ,

MEXICO, MARGARITA



Miss Herminia, 64 years old is the embodiment of a driven woman: she lives and
works alone, manually milking her 5 cows under the shade of a tree, and joined the
Margarita project in 2010.
Herminia received a donated cow from a Danone VP who chose to sponsor her . She
now has a warehouse to store the feed she produces herself, a small milking parlor,
and milking equipment. Her income is significantly higher since she owns more cows
and has managed to increase their production. Herminia is recognized among her
neighbors as having great practices, and managing a well-producing farm.

- HERMINIA VELAZQUEZ, MEXICO, MARGARITA



"Through the Reine Mathilde project, we want to act for the development of organic
farming in our territory! 5 years ago, my partner and I settled on his parents' farm in
Normandy. This farm had a dairy herd and crops. Driven by environmental issues and
agronomic reflection, we started thinking about organic farming. Thanks to Reine
Mathilde, we were guided on all aspects: technical, economic, and human. Today, our
farm is one of the project's 3 demo farms! Technical tests are carried out with the
support of several experts in order to address our main technical difficulties, but also to
create scientific references, develop organic farming and train technicians."

- CHARLENE FOURDINIER, FRANCE, REINE MATHILDE



"For a long time, people have been called clients or petitioners. A nurse calls a
patient 'a human being.' This is the way of perceiving the world that
distinguishes nurses."

- ALINA KACZOR, POLAND, LONG TERM NURSES ACADEMY 



"The nurse must not only have extensive knowledge and experience but must also
be creative. For example, to connect a drip-bag, we do not look for a 'drip stand'
at home, but a clothes hanger, or we take a picture off the wall - and we have a
solution." 

- IWONA MARKIEWICZ, POLAND, LONG TERM NURSES ACADEMY 



"Ton Sook Day Care is a place where I take a great pride to work. I enjoy taking care of
the kids there. I appreciate having a positive impact on their development and health."

- DUTDUAN THONGKAEW, THAILAND, BANYAN 



"Ton Sook is family to me. I am now entering my second year as a caregiver there.  I still
remember the opening day of Ton Sook Cay Care Center. Thanks to the collaboration
with partners who have shared the same goal of providing opportunities and quality,
accessible childcare to kids, we can finally support low-income families. The parents can
work while their children are safe and receive good care. Ton Sook is a big family, we
take care of many kids and I am both a (care) giver and a (love) reciever  at the same
time. I give love, warmth, and care to the child. In return, I am loved."

- JARIYA SUDRAK, THAILAND, BANYAN 



- SVETLANA FERNANDEZ, FRANCE, REGENERATIVE AGRICULTURE ON IMPLUVIUMS 

Svetlana is a driving force in the development of the regenerative agriculture program on the
impluvium of La Salvetat. 
Since her arrival in La Salvetat 4 years ago, she has invested a lot of time and effort in creating
a new activity based on the cultivation of aromatic and medicinal plants, with the aim of
creating a training center and an educational farm in partnership with many actors.  Svetlana
has hosted training sessions on compost teas (designed to strengthen soil microbiology to
improve crop nutrition and health) and has succeeded in mobilizing a group of farmers from
the village of La Salvetat around this project.



Mrs. Prayad is one of the first farmers in her village who transformed her coconut farm
and fruits orchard into an organic farm. 
Despite failure in the beginning and criticism from neighboring farmers, Mrs. Prayad’s
perseverance has led her farm to become a successful organic farming model, and with
the support of ReCAP project, she will soon be one of the first regenerative organic
coconut farmers in Thailand. 

- PRAYAD PANCHAROEN, THAILAND, RECAP



"Before starting my farm, I owned two cows, but the income from the milk was not
enough to pay for daily expenses and my children's education fees." 
Wife and mother of 3 children, Sabra took out a bank loan to start her own animal
farm in Halabya. Starting with seven cows, Sabra pays three thousand Egyptian
pounds to repay the loan monthly. She is able to do so thanks to Alban Baladna's
sustainable income channel: "I could not have taken the loan if I didn't know that I
would have a secure income to pay the infrastructure for my farm loan."

- SABRA KAMAL ABDELHAMID, EGYPT, ALBAN BALADNA 



Ana María was born in the tentacular city of Mexico. She is her mother's 6th child, and grew up in a loving yet very
poor family, where she had to fight fer every single thing. Unfortunately, this is the situation of billions of people
across the planet. What keeps Ana María alive is her hope and inner strength. What sets Ana María apart even more is
that she has been blind since birth. From finding her way to school as a child, and even now in her fifties, she has
always had to battle - every day, every hour. Ana María describes herself as a fighter who will never give up and always
finds the positive side to every situation. She is full of life, energy, passion and love. She is an entrepreneur, a mother,
a grand mother, a cook, a saleswoman, a constant learner, an inspiration to anyone crossing her path. We are
privileged to call her a long-time partner of Danone as she is one of the 300+ blind people who have been empowered
by the Eyes Wide Open project co-financed by the Ecosystem Fund, and who have become distributors of Danone’s
Bonafont water in the crowded subway of Mexico City.
Ana María’s powerful story touched every one of us and it got her to win the global "Humans of Ecosystem" campaign
in 2018. In order to give her the recognition she deserves, she was offered a trip to Paris. Her lifelong dream since she
was a teenager was to stand in front of the Eiffel Tower. Just a few days before Christmas, there she was, 56 and
making her dream come true.

What about you, what's your dream?

- ANA MARIA, MEXICO, EYES WIDE OPEN



Marygrace Obonyo is a midwife trained on the Tunza Mama Network giving
breastfeeding education to mothers in Kisii, Kenya. This photo represents the
acquisition of skills by the learner, which will impact positively on the mothers
knowledge on infant nutrition.

- MARYGRACE OBONYO, KENYA, KISSMEE



"A teacher can change a child's life and a school can change a community, but
education can change a country." Carmen PELLICIER is the President & Founder of
Fundacion Trilema 

- CARMEN PELLICIER, SPAIN, ALIMENTANDO EL CAMBIO 



GUESSING SMILE BEHIND THE MASKS: "I like this photo because it shows how the
project has helped thousands of children with the COVID experience... Moreover, Covid
19 has reminded us that integrative health, physical and emotional support today is a
gap in our school curriculum. We need to rethink what place this concept of personal
and collective health occupies within education nationally," says Carmen Pellicier.

- TWO SCHOOL GIRLS, SPAIN, ALIMENTANDO EL CAMBIO 



LEARNING IS FUN: This picture shows 2 kindergarden children with the main characters
of the project: 'Emosin and Dronita' travelling around the world and discovering how to
deal with emotions and practice healthy habits to have a happy life.... 

- TWO SHCOOL GIRLS, SPAIN, ALIMENTANDO EL CAMBIO



- PATRICIA ALMARAZ, MEXICO, 
MADRE TIERRA 

"I developed anemia and
depression when my husband
migrated to the United States.
To be able to take care of my
family and my depression, I
launched my strawberry farm. 

When I started participating in
the training workshops provided
by the Madre Tierra project, I
improved my farm's
productivity. I was also able to
increase the size of my farm
from 0.5 to 1.5 hectares. In
2020 I started selling directly to
the program's buyers, which
garanteed me secure clients and
stable prices during the harvest
season. 

This year, in 2021, I was able to
build my house. My daughter
continues to study and I hope
that I will continue generating a
good income so that I can give
my children a better quality of
life."



"When people bury waste, they
bury my dreams, and the dreams
of many others!"

Lorena is a lifelong wastepicker.
She grew up in the Los Carreros
cooperative and took it over
from her mother. In this picture,
Lorena is posing in front of a
wall of recycled plastic in her
family's home.  When she took
over her mother's cooperative,
she started to find ways to reuse
plastic waste: "with an
architecture study center, we
began to see how to assemble
construction material and waste
to make houses". After a few
trials and the choice of a
wooden structure, "we managed
to make a very resistant two-
floor house with this material."
Lorena sees opportunities in
waste that people usually bury.
Opportunities to build a home,
to buy food, to pay for the kids'
studies... This big plastic wall
reflects her belief, it represents
the opportunities waste can
bring to create a brighter future.

- LORENA CASTAÑO, ARGENTINA,
CARTONEROS



After her husband left, Wafae became the head of the household and had to look for a
job. She is now a 26-year-old strawberry picker.
"Working in a strawberry field is physically very demanding and working conditions are
not always good. Thanks to the Frezna project, I could benefit from trainings and
support. I have now access to social security which allows me to get medical assistance
and financial support for my family. I always keep smiling because I am improving for
my two kids, so that they can live the kind of life they deserve. I want to thank Frezna
for being so close and for supporting me and many other women."

- WAFAE EL BAITAR, MOROCCO, FREZNA



"My husband and I got into the adventure of strawberry production years ago. We did
not have buyers who would pay a fair price or who could guarantee fast payments.
With the launch of the Madre Tierra project, I participated in the training workshops,
and today the yields have improved. 
Now, we have traceability records and documents that allow us to access formal
markets that guarantee a fair and punctual payment of our fruit: we only have to focus
on producing quantity and quality."

- CLAUDIA CUENCA RUIZ, MEXICO, MADRE TIERRA 



 

 

DISCOVER MORE ABOUT THE 

DANONE ECOSYSTEM FUND...

 

CLICK HERE

Discover the Danone Ecosystem
Fund website

Join forces on Workplace &
generate impact together

LEGAL MENTION

The Danone Ecosystem Fund is an endowment fund driven by a general interest mission: we strengthen and develop general activities of

interest in Danone's "Ecosystem", both in France and other countries, said Ecosystem comprising stakeholders in the economic, social and

territorial environments in which Danone and its subsidiaries operate.

https://fb.me/g/g4aespVMI/EhvIcjh6
http://ecosysteme.danone.com/

